CedarCide PCO Choice
PEST CONTROL OPERATOR'S CHOICE

OUTDOOR PROTECTION FROM BUGS

OUTDOOR FORMULA
WATER SOLUBLE

SHAKE WELL

ONE QUART
PCO Choice is the perfect product for maintaining an insect-free lawn. Cedar is toxic to insects. The cedar scent deters them from treated areas. Use PCO Choice outdoors to control and eliminate mosquitoes, fleas, flies, ticks, chiggers, no-see-ums, mites, Japanese beetles, carpet beetles, ants, mole crickets, termites, box elder bugs, silver fish, roaches, aphids, white flies, palmetto bugs, and numerous other non-beneficial insects. PCO Choice also deters venomous snakes, moles, grubs, and scorpions. PCO Choice will not harm or deter sight-driven beneficial insects such as bumble bees and butterflies. PCO Choice helps rid fungal issues on plants as well as scale or powdery mildew.

PCO Choice is a cedar oil concentrate that needs to be mixed with water. It is best applied in a Hose-End Spray applicator, however any type of sprayer can be used. PCO Choice is formulated to be sprayed on outdoor areas where it can be absorbed by soil. The water helps carry the cedar oil into the soil where it remains for an extended period of time active as a cedar scent barrier.

The initial treatment is the most important and you should use the product liberally to fully soak your lawn or garden. Spray from foundation to fence line, including ground, trees, shrubs, concrete, and deck areas.

Directions:
Tank or pump sprayer - Dilute 1-2 ounces per gallon
Hose-end Sprayer - 4 ounces PCO Choice per 20 gallons water. Spray covers 1/8 acre
Repeat monthly or as needed
Apply in the before or after peak sun hours to avoid losing product to evaporation or burning plant leaves.
PCO Choice is exempt from registration by the EPA under FIFRA 25(b) due to being a minimum risk pesticide.
Not for use on food or feed crops.

CAUTION: Do not swallow. Keep out of reach of children. Avoid contact with eyes. In case of eye contact, flush with water for at least 15 minutes.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
CEDAR OIL: _______________ 85%
INERT INGREDIENTS:
ETHYL LACTATE: ____________ 15%
TOTAL: ____________________ 100%

Manufactured by:
CedarCide.com
P.O. Box 324,
Lewisville, TX 75067
(800) 842-1464

SHAKE WELL BEFORE USE